Effects of carbon-ion radiotherapy combined with a novel histone deacetylase inhibitor, cyclic hydroxamic-acid-containing peptide 31 in human esophageal squamous cell carcinoma.
Carbon-ion radiotherapy has several potential advantages over X-rays. This therapy has been applied for various solid tumors including esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (SCC). However, some patients have shown resistance to this treatment. A new effective combined treatment strategy is required for improving the therapeutic effects. Histone deacetylase inhibitors (HDACIs) are new therapeutic candidates for cancer treatment. Several studies have evaluated the combination of X-rays and HDACIs, but, to date, no study has evaluated carbon-ion radiotherapy combined with HDACIs. Radio-sensitization to carbon-ion radiotherapy when combined with a novel HDACI cyclic hydroxamic-acid-containing peptide 31(CHAP31) was assessed in human esophageal SCC both in vitro and in vivo. Changes of expression of genes related to DNA repair, by CHAP31 were assessed by quantitative real-time reverse transcriptional PCR analysis. CHAP31 induced sensitization to carbon-ion radiotherapy in vitro and tumor growth was significantly suppressed by the combination of carbon-ion radiotherapy with CHAP31 in comparison to either agent alone in in vivo experiments. CHAP31 inhibited the expression of genes related to DNA repair. CHAP31 sensitizes SCC cells to carbon-ion radiotherapy and this combinatory treatment may be a potentially useful therapeutic strategy for esophageal SCC.